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Looking at Tian Geng who was hanging on the wall with unknown life and death, and 

Elder Song who was seriously injured and vomiting blood, everyone froze in place. 

Especially the masters of Youlong Sect and Feixue Sect were all dumbfounded and in 

disbelief. 

They all know the strength of Elder Tian and Elder Song. 

Although the two are not martial arts masters, they are no different from masters. Years 

of polishing and accumulation have given them unique advantages. 

Even against an ordinary grandmaster, he has the power to fight. 

After joining forces, the two of them doubled their strength, and Zeng Jin even had a 

record of defeating the Grandmaster together. 

In their opinion, even if the two of them can’t win 100%, they should be able to compete 

with Dustin , right? 

The results of it? 

After just one confrontation, the two of them were beaten to the ground. 

One was seriously injured and the other was on the verge of death. They were no 

match for each other. 

This difference in strength is simply a world of difference! 

“How… how is it possible? Elder Tian and Elder Song were defeated like this?” 

“One move! He defeated two Elders of Youlong Sect with just one move. How strong is 

this guy?” 



“Damn it! You have such terrifying strength at such a young age. What if it were only a 

few years later?!” 

Looking at the majestic Dustin, the masters of Youlong Sect and Feixue Sect couldn’t 

help but talk about it. 

There was a bit more fear and fear on his face. 

Elder Tian and Elder Song are already the best among them. Even these two are not 

Dustin’s enemies together, let alone them. 

Unless the leader takes action, no one can control the other party. 

“I didn’t expect this kid to be so powerful. We underestimated him before.” Yan Qin’s 

face was solemn. 

He knew that Dustin was a martial arts master, but he didn’t expect him to be so strong. 

It was unbelievable that the two elders of Youlong Sect could not survive even one 

move. 

“Brother Yan, please be patient. With the two masters here, even if this kid has 

extraordinary abilities, he won’t be able to make big waves!” Thomas Grey said with a 

cold face. 

After a brief moment of surprise, he had calmed down. 

Although Elder Tian and Elder Song are powerful, they are still far behind compared to 

martial arts masters. 

Now that they have two grandmasters in charge, and they are both well-known figures, 

they will definitely have no problem dealing with Dustin. 

“Young man, are you a little harsh?” 

Yan Kang glanced at the two seriously injured people, frowned slightly, and looked a 

little ugly. 

These two are both elders of Youlong Sect, mainstay figures. 



Naturally, he couldn’t tolerate being beaten like this. 

“The two of them are killing each other. Do you still expect me to be polite to them?” 

Dustin said calmly: “Besides, I am showing mercy, otherwise they would have died long 

ago.” 

” Good boy! You are so cruel, so don’t blame me for being rude!” 

Yan Kang’s eyes turned cold, and just when he was about to step forward, a voice 

came from the Feixue Sect. 

“Brother Yan, you have a distinguished status. Why do you need to deal with this kind of 

thing yourself? Just leave it to me.” 

A thin middle-aged man in white clothes slowly walked forward. 

The middle-aged man was holding a long sword, his face was white and beardless, and 

he had a somewhat elegant style. However, his cold eyes ruined his temperament. 

This person is none other than the leader of Feixue Sect, Kong Pei! 

Kong Peitong is one of the five powerful men in the southwest. Although his strength is 

not as strong as Yan Kang, he is also the overlord of the party and a veteran 

grandmaster with a strong foundation. 

“Brother Kong, this guy is very powerful. Don’t underestimate the enemy.” Yan Kang 

reminded. 

 


